TRAIL TO THE FUTURE

FIELD
NOTES

NOTE TO attendees
Camp Fire has a long history of upping the ante on inclusion, year by year, decade by decade. As
the first multicultural, multiracial, non-sectarian organization for girls, the organization was a
trailblazer in 1910.
During the 1970 National Council Meeting (when the organization was centered on the experiences
of girls). Delegates created “The Position Statement,” a reaffirmation of Camp Fire’s commitment
to social action, awareness and involvement, which kicked off with some very familiar language:
“We believe in the dignity and worth of each individual; we believe inherent characteristics
of each individual differ and should be recognized and the good developed as fully as
possible;
We believe a girl should be encouraged to have positive attitudes and open-mindedness
toward diversity and change;
We believe in providing girls with experiences to help them develop a responsible attitude
toward society and to improve social conditions;
We believe as a girl grows to accept herself she is better able to accept and love others;
We believe in experiences of all kinds for girls which stimulate curiosity, result in learning,
provide renewal and adventure;
We believe in the preservation, development, and wise use of human and natural resources;
We believe in strengthening and exemplifying the highest standards of a free and
democratic society, ever mindful of the need for equal opportunity and justice.

Recognizing that Camp Fire has always maintained a policy of openness to and acceptance of all
adults and girls in its program and organization regardless of race, religious belief or national origin,
and recognizing the extraordinary conditions we find present in America today, we submit that our
survival as individuals and as a society demands that Camp Fire Girls reaffirm this agency’s
involvement in bringing about social change.
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KEYNOTE
Holly Ridings, Flight Director Chief, NASA
Holly is a proud Camp Fire Alumni. She is
the Lead Flight Director for Expedition 16,
STS-127, and the first SpaceX Dragon
mission to ISS. As the Expedition 16 lead,
Holly was responsible for the ISS crew
during STS-120, STS-122, STS-123, and the
first ATV mission. Expedition 16 also
conducted 5 non-Shuttle EVAs primarily for
PMA2 ISS construction and recovery from a
Solar array failure. As the STS-127 lead,
Holly was responsible for the addition of the
Japanese Exposed Facility and the External
Platform to the ISS over the course of a 16-day mission that included 5 EVAs. As the NASA
lead for the Dragon Demo mission to ISS, Holly was responsible for the safety of ISS and the
ISS crew during the arrival of the first commercial vehicle at ISS including the final decision
for rendezvous and capture. Holly served as the Flight Director Office Assistant for ISS and
Visiting Vehicles before selection as the Deputy Chief of the Flight Director Office in the fall
of 2014.Prior to being selected as a Flight Director, Holly was the lead for the ISS ADCO
(Attitude Determination and Control) group. Holly started her NASA career as an ISS flight
controller in the THOR (Thermal Operations and Resources Group).
Special Honors and Awards:
NASA Outstanding Leadership Medals for Expedition 16 and
SpaceX Dragon ISS Demo
NASA Exceptional Service Medal for STS-127
Rotary National Award for Space Achievement Stellar Award
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The Promise of Thriving (through a Critical Lens)
Humans have imagined thriving across our entire history, from Iwa (living virtuously) to
eudaemonia (good spirit) to contemporary theories of flourishing. Models abound. They
often reflect the voices of those empowered to articulate and record such ideas (scholars,
philosophers, politicians) who, in turn, reflect the power structures of the societies in which
they reside. Humanity has entered a new era where climates - both social and
environmental - require urgent, inclusive, and critical approaches. Our future depends on it.
In this talk, Dr. Darling-Hammond will explore what reframing thriving through a critical lens
affords us as we work to secure a better future for our children, their children, and the
generations that will follow.

PRESENTERS

Kia Darling-Hammond
Founder and CEO, Wise Chipmunk
she/her
Dr. Kia Darling-Hammond (she/her), PhD, is a leader in
the worlds of youth development, education, wellbeing, and social justice research with decades of work
across communities, nonprofits, universities, K-12
schools, think tanks, and foundations. Dr. DarlingHammond’s mission is to help people and organizations
design beyond survival or resilience in order to increase
possibilities for thriving among those who experience
complex marginalization. Through her scholarship, Dr.
Darling-Hammond has developed an intersectional
Bridge to Thriving Framework© (BtTF©), which she uses with stakeholders to advance the shared project of
universal thriving.
Dr. Darling-Hammond speaks widely, has published in academic and popular press, and mentors an evergrowing community of students and professionals nationwide. You can follow her on Twitter (@drkiadh) or
LinkedIn (@kiadarling).
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Exploring Innovative Nature Engagement Practices in
Camp Fire Programs
Informed Change, a youth development-focused research and evaluation organization,
partnered with Camp Fire National to learn about innovative ways councils are currently
incorporating nature into their programming. Program staff and leadership from nine
councils participated in informal interviews or focus groups with the Informed Change
team. Staff were asked about their councils’ programs, the ways they support youth nature
engagement, how they approach diversity, equity, inclusion and accessibility (DEIA) and
youth leadership, and their hopes and dreams for future nature engagement across Camp
Fire councils.
The Informed Change team synthesized the insights from council staff to identify
innovative practices and approaches to successfully engaging youth with nature and the
impact those approaches are having on young people.
In this interactive session, Informed Change will share findings from the project, provide
time to reflect and brainstorm ways to put the findings into practice, and hear from a panel
of Camp Fire staff who participated in the study and are innovatively engaging youth with
nature through their programs. You’ll leave the session with concrete ideas you can try,
whether your programming takes place in a classroom or outdoors. You will also have
access to the full report of findings. We hope you join us!
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Designing the Future We Want to See—Workplace
Culture
Camp Fire NHQ's Just HQ Committee will share Camp Fire National Headquarters journey
of implementing our own justice-focused committee. A key component is to develop the
skills, awareness, and understanding all staff require to enable a more inclusive
organization. In doing so, we are intentional about discussing -isms, different forms of
oppression, and systemic racism. Part of the resources we offer in this workshop are
recommended DEI staff meeting agenda, format, and norms to help create the conditions
for talking about race and equity and allowing for individual growth and self-reflection. We
also offer topics that the Camp Fire team has explored together to continue to dig into
challenging, yet necessary, topics, relearn/unlearn, and examine institution racism,
intersectionality, internalized oppression, and internalized superiority.

PRESENTERS

Jenna Sethi

Founder, Principle Consultant, Informed Change
she/her
Jenna Sethi, Ph.D., is an applied researcher, evaluator,
youth worker, and educator dedicated to advancing
equity with and for young people, their families,
schools, and communities. She is the founder and
principal consultant of Informed Change Consulting.
Jenna began her career over 20 years ago in direct
service youth work. She has a Master’s of Education in
Youth Development Leadership and a Ph.D. in
Curriculum and Instruction with an emphasis on Family,
Youth, and Community. Jenna also teaches in the Youth
Studies program at the University of Minnesota.

Clare Eisenberg

Consultant, Informed Change
she/her
Clare Eisenberg is a youth worker, researcher, and
communicator whose work is informed by a focus on
equity, centering youth voice, creativity, and collaborative
relationships. She is a consultant with Informed Change.
Clare has a B.A. in Sociology and Anthropology and an
M.Ed. in Youth Development Leadership. Clare has
worked in multiple youth development programs,
nonprofit organizations, and with various consulting firms.

PRESENTERS

Camp Fire National Headquarters Just HQ Committee

Ben Matthews

Julia Fleenor Bejarano

Nikki Roe-Cropp

they/them

she/her

she/her

LaSheé Thomas

Bobbie Henderson

Hannah Patterson

she/her

she/her

she/her
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Peer-to-Peer Abuse: Youth Can Abuse Too
Attraction and curiosity are normal developmental stages for youth. Our culture continues
to shift and the sexualization of children and teens is becoming more prominent and less
tolerated. In our Youth Serving Organizations and in our society a line is being drawn
regarding what is and is not tolerated in settings where children’s safety is more important
than curiosity. The #MeToo movement and media focus on highly respected youth
organizations that have failed to keep youth safe from sexualized activities is creating new
focus on adult perpetrators AND on the wave of peer-to-peer sexual abuse in programs.
We will discuss some statistics on peer-to-peer abuse and highlight the importance of
recognizing gaps in supervision, program design, and our moral and professional duty to
protect youth in our care. With a renewed perspective on risk and child protection we can
reduce opportunities that may endanger youth and compromise the reputation and
financial viability of your organization.

Strategies for Building Mutually Beneficial Corporate
Partnerships
This session on "Strategies for Building Mutually Beneficial Corporate Partnerships" will
provide attendees an introduction to the types of revenue generating partnerships that
organizations must consider, how to identify and cultivate those partnerships, and what
internal systems leaders must put in place to enable their long-term success. We will take a
values-driven approach to not-for-profit fundraising and explore examples of partnerships
that provide critical resources to scale an organization. This session is intended for senior
leaders and/or development professionals who oversee revenue for organizations small and
large.

PRESENTERS
Meredith Stewart
Risk Consultant, The Redwoods Group
she/her
Meredith Stewart is a Consultant with The Redwoods
Group where she provides insight, tools, and a
collaborative approach to keeping children and families
safe. Prior to Redwoods, Meredith worked in Safety and
Risk Management for the YMCA, with a specialization in
the safety of children. Her 22 years of front-line
experience in camping and youth-serving organizations
have shaped her career into a platform for child
advocacy. Sharing her experiences in youth
programming, education beyond the classroom,
overnight and day camping, aquatics, childhood trauma, abuse prevention, and risk management helps
focus and progress her goal to build safer communities for all.
Meredith has a BA in Recreation Management, as well as certifications from several national organizations
to provide evidence-based safety and prevention trainings.

Rachael Wise

Risk Consultant, The Redwoods Group
she/her
Rachael Wise is a Risk Consultant with The Redwoods
Group, an insurance carrier specializing in working with
youth serving organizations. Rachael has worked in
education and risk management for over 10 years. She
served as a faculty and staff member at George
Washington University in outdoor and environmental
education. Most recently she was a staff member at
Brown University where she worked in student
development, outdoor education, and risk management.
Work in youth serving organizations and camps across the country, Rachael has developed a deep passion for
experiential education and the way it can build community and transform kids. Working at Redwoods Rachael
strives to impact child safety and enhance the camp experience for thousands of kids across the US.

PRESENTERS
Muneer Panjwani

Vice President, Foundation, Government, and
Corporate Partnerships, The Trevor Project
he/him
Muneer Panjwani is the VP of Foundation, Government,
and Corporate Partnerships at The Trevor Project,
Muneer’s team focuses on building impact centered and
business-driven long-term partnerships with some of
the world's largest companies and organizations to help
end LGBTQ youth suicide. Muneer led the charge to
secure Trevor’s first seven-figure partnership that
launched a new, holistic corporate partnership model
for the organization. In 3 years, this model has 8X’d corporate revenue for The Trevor Project and
established partnerships with 150+ national and global companies. Notable partnerships include awardwinning cause marketing campaigns with Abercrombie & Fitch, Macy's, Google.org and an $8M partnership
with PwC Charitable Foundation - the largest in Trevor's 22-year history. Muneer is an expert on cause
marketing, for-profit/not-for-profit partnerships, institutional fundraising, and corporate social
responsibility.
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Cultural Appropriation and Camp Fire
"Appropriation is everywhere, and is also inevitable. Appropriation, for better or for worse,
cannot stop. So long as people interact with other peoples, by choice or by force, cultures
will intersect and mingle and graft onto each other...If appropriation is everywhere and
everyone appropriates all the time, why does any of this matter? The answer, in a word:
power.”
― Lauren Michele Jackson, White Negroes: When Cornrows Were in Vogue ... and Other
Thoughts on Cultural Appropriation)

Native American Historic Trauma and Resilience
This session is designed for teachers and educators and takes into account adolescent
social and emotional learning approaches. The goal of the session is to provide a culturally
and historically accurate knowledge base about the relationship between the US
government and American Indian tribes, particularly through education and assimilation.
The desired outcome of the session is to ensure participants can create a positive and safe
environment for Native students.

PRESENTERS
Ben Matthews

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Specialist, NHQ
they/them
Ben Matthews is an activist, educator, and Camp Fire
National’s DEI Specialist. Ben has been affiliated with
Camp Fire, first locally at Camp Fire Green Country, for
8 years They have a spark for Camp Fire’s rich history
and obscure memorabilia. Ben lives in Oklahoma with
their two dogs, Daniel and Buffy.

Rusty Creed Brown

Field Operations Specialist, National Indian
Education Association
he/him
Rusty’s role as the Field Operations Specialist is to
support the facilitation, establishment, and
maintenance of relationships among schools, tribes,
and other stakeholders. Rusty served as Osage Nation’s
Natural Resource Specialist, and its Child Support
Enforcement Director. He worked with the Sac and Fox
Nation as its Policy Analyst and Tribal Administrator. In
Alaska, he was a community outreach liaison with
villages along the Chukchi Sea and the North Slope.
Rusty received his BS, in Natural Science, from the
University of Alaska Anchorage; and received a JD and
MS from the University of Tulsa; concentrating on
Native American and Indigenous Peoples Rights
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On Our Sleeves
On Our Sleeves is the national movement to break stigmas around children’s mental
health. Our mission is to provide free mental health educational resources to every
community in America to educate families and empower advocates. Learn about the
staggering statistics around children’s mental health, how organizations can get involved in
the movement and how to access to free educational resources to share.

Storytelling 201 — Put Your Stories to Work + Become a
Storytelling Organization
Learn how to find your “mission stories” and develop them to achieve your goals. This
hands-on workshop will help you support fundraising, rally your board, recruit, excite your
staff, engage your existing youth and caregivers, and market to new participants. (You do
not need to attend Workshop 1 to attend)
Story First will facilitate this session. This will be part 2 of 3. If you missed the first
workshop, you can listen to the recording on Learning Lab.

PRESENTERS
Katie Thomas

Manager, Content Initiatives and Partnerships,
On Our Sleeves
she/her
Mental health has always played a role in Katie
Thomas’s professional career, starting with her first role
as director of communications and education at the
Ohio Psychological Association. Now, Katie oversees
content development and strategy for On Our Sleeves,
the movement for children’s mental health, along with
community wellness and population health initiatives
for Nationwide Children Hospital. Katie is dedicated to
student and professional development and giving back
to her community. She mentors young professionals
and high school and college students while also
volunteering for various organizations. She has been
recognized for her professional and community
commitment by receiving the prestigious Tom Poling
Practitioner of the Year and being named to Columbus
Business First’s 40 Under 40 and the 2020 PRSSA Hall
of Fame.

PRESENTERS
Eric Ratinoff

Chief Storyteller, Story First
he/him/his
Eric Ratinoff is Story First’s founder and Chief
Storyteller. For 15+ years, Eric has worked with a variety
of organizations to help them get clear about their story
and tell it more effectively. He brings to Story First deep
experience as a writer, editor, director, strategist,
teacher, and coach, and is motivated by the new
challenges that come from working across different
industries and in different media.
Eric has taught Technical Writing in the School of Engineering and Applied Science at Washington
University in St. Louis; has trained and advised leaders as a facilitator, presenter, and organizational
consultant; has been invited to speak about storytelling at the University of Missouri School of Journalism,
Plymouth State University, St. Anselm College, Southern New Hampshire University, and Fisher College;
and was selected to present three times at the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)/National Public Health
Information Coalition National Conference on Health Communication, Marketing, and Media.
Eric is also a co-founder and principal in The Mouse and the Elephant, a diversity and inclusion training and
consulting firm; he served as the Executive Editor for the Ferguson Commission report, Forward Through
Ferguson; and he is a co-author of A Seat at the Table, an award-winning column on diversity and inclusion
in the New Hampshire Business Review.
In addition, Eric is the lead organizer and a speaker coach for TEDxAmoskeagMillyard in Southern New
Hampshire, and he delivered a talk on storytelling and organizational culture, titled “Once Upon a Time At
The Office: How Stories Shape Culture At Work,” at TEDxCapeMay in New Jersey.
Before founding Story First in 2016, he was a principal in Act3, an applied storytelling firm. He has also
served as a textbook ghostwriter, an online content writer (including episode summaries for Buffy the
Vampire Slayer and Dawson’s Creek for the WB’s website), the sports editor for a failed late-90s dot-com, a
residence hall director, and a traveling fraternity consultant. But his favorite job was probably being
assistant track and field coach at Washington University in St. Louis, where he also earned his Bachelor of
Arts in English.
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